KITCHEN TABLE DIALOGUE
Section 4: RECIPROCATING (continued)
“reciprocate” comes from the Latin verb reciprocare,
meaning to move back and forth,
like the weaving of a loom.

Through the practice and processes of mentoring,
a person becomes a role model by demonstrating
for others how to create interactions that build relationships and that
cultivate personal and/or professional growth and development.

Reciprocating ~
» Reflect on and identify your personal, long-term goals as this Individual’s teacher.
» Reflect on how you, in the role of mentoring, are reciprocating value and meaning for
yourself.
» Reflect on what is being learned and reflected by your teaching; how the individual might
be or can be reciprocating. What are your top priorities for this Individual’s learning?
» Identify some short-term goals (measurable and achievable).
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Relationship-building with a framework of Gentle Teaching
creates focus, purpose and direction for interactions that are
mentoring a spirit of gentleness. Elements of Companionship
integrate value and meaning into our dialogue.

what is our purpose?
Gentle Teaching is about unconditional LOVE, being and
remaining present, teaching about how to feel safe and loved, and
about how to be loving (companionship) and engaged (community).
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Navigating the journey with a
Personal Teaching Planner
supp

how are we using our tools? (hands, eyes, words, presence)
Quality of Life Values is about identifying and cultivating value,
creating meaning in exploring and discovering our destinations.

challe

ort

•

nge goals & objectives for

where are we going?
a Personal Teaching Planner is about the invitation (engaging
with the other) and the navigation (mapping our course).

• reflective practices for mentoring

vision

• directed vision for planning

how are we getting there?
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teaching
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We’d love to stay connected!

Subscribe to our website:

THANK YOU FOR BEING PRESENT TODAY!
WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY
TO SHARE THIS PRESENTATION WITH YOU :-)

qualityoflifeinstitute.org

CONTACT email: anthonymccrovitz@qualityoflifeinstitute.org
US
ANYTIME! email: mhawks@qualityoflifeinstitute.org

please share your comments or questions
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The Relation in Support and Care,
in the direction of Gentle Teaching
by Dr. Anthony M. McCrovitz, with Mara Hawks

WELCOME!

We invite you to learn, share, and grow with us
in learning about Gentle Teaching…
its principles as a philosophy,
it’s practical knowledge and applications for one’s
professional practice,
and its culture of hope that invites and cultivates
a sustainable quality of life...one that can be anticipated
with joy, a sense of being at home in the world and
belonging with others…
able to know and experience a sense
of companionship and community…
this is the promise of Gentle Teaching.
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Gentle Teaching International Conference
Ghent, Belgium
September 17 - 18 - 19

The Relation in Support and Care,
in the direction of Gentle Teaching
by Dr. Anthony M. McCrovitz, with Mara Davis Hawks
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